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It is well known that the number of excursions of short, as well as long, duration of a Wiener process 
away from x that are completed by time t can be used to determine its local time process 0(x, t). Let 
M(a, x, n) be the number of excursions of duration greater than a of a simple symmetric random walk 
S,, k = 0, 1, , away from x t h that are of duration greater than a in length and are completed by 
time n. We show here that if M(a, x, n) is suitably regulated by requiring that a = a,, be not 100 big, 
then it can also determine its local time process 5(x, n) with appropriate rates of convergence. 
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1. Introduction and statement of results 
Let { W(t), t 2 0) be a standard Wiener process. For any Bore1 set A of the real line 
the random measure 
H(A, t) = h{s: s =s t, W(s) E A}, 
where A is the Lebesgue measure, is called the occupation time of W. It is well 
known that H(A, t) is absolutely continuous with respect to A. The Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of H is called the local time of W and it will be denoted by 77, i.e., q(x, t) 
is defined by 
H(A, t) = 7(x, t) dx. 
A 
Another concept, the so-called ‘mesure du voisinage’ of W is also strongly related 
to the notion of its local time. It can be defined as follows. Let N(h, x, t) be the 
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number of excursions of duration greater than h of W away from x that are 
completed by time t. Then the ‘mesure du voisinage’ of W at time t is defined to 
be limhjo h I” N( h, x, t), and the connection between r] and N is given by the 
following result of P. Levy (cf. It8 and McKean, Jr. [7]). 
Theorem A. For all real x and for all positive t we have 
lim h”‘N(h, x, t) = (2/~)“‘77(x, t) a.s. 0 
A10 
Perkins [8] proved that Theorem A holds uniformly in x and t, namely his result 
is 
Theorem B. For any jixed t’ > 0 we have 
lim sup lh”‘N(h,x, t)-(2/n)“2v(x, t)j=O as. 0 
/IJO , Y,rltWx[O,r’] 
We (CsSrgG and R&&z [6]) estimated the rate of convergence in Theorem B as 
follows: 
Theorem C. For any jixed t’ > 0 we have 
lim h-“‘(log h-~‘)-’ 
h IO 
X sup Ih”‘N(h, x, t)-(2/.sr)“‘v(x, t)l =0 U.S. Cl 
(~,I)CRx[o,~‘~ 
We [6] also investigated the connection between N and n in the case when one 
observes a Wiener process through a long time t and considers the number of long 
(but much shorter than t) excursions. In this case we proved: 
Theorem D. For some 0 < a < 1 let 0 < a, < t” (t > 0) be a non-decreasing function 
oft so that a,/ t is non-increasing. Then 
!i_;(T)“(log$)~‘suulN(af,x,t)-($)”’~(x.”/ =O U.S. 0 
Csiirgii, Horvath and Rev&z [4] showed that the rate of convergence in Theorem 
C, respectively in Theorem D, is optimal except for log term. 
We note that Theorem D implies for any fixed x that we have 
lim 
77(x, r) 
1-a ($rra,)“*N(a,, x, t) 
= 1 a.s. 
We will refer to this result, and to results like this, by saying that the number of 
long excursions determines the local time, or that the latter can be recovered from 
the number of long excursions. 
The proofs of Theorems C and D are based on the following two inequalities 
respectively. They are of interest on their own. 
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Theorem E. For any K > 0 and t’> 0 there exist C = C( K, t’) > 0 and D = D( K, t’) > 0 
such that 
p h-‘/4(& h--1)-3/4 
1 
sup \h”2N(h, x, t)-(2/~)“~77(x, t)l& C 
(x,r)tRx[h,t’] 
< DhK, 
where h < t’. 0 
Theorem F. For any K >O there exist C = C(K)>0 and D = D(K)> 0 such that 
P{(~)“4(log$)~i’4ylN(a,,x, t)-(&)"'v(x, t)/ ,c) 
where O<a,< t. 0 
In light of the above results, it is a natural question to ask whether the number 
of long excursions of a random walk could also determine its local time process. 
We prove here that this is so by establishing analogs of Theorems D and F in case 
of a simple symmetric random walk. 
Let X, , X2, . . . be independent identically distributed random variables with 
distribution P{X, = l} = P{X, = -1) = i. Define their partial sum sequence by S, = 0 
and S, =X,+* ..+X,,,nsl,andlet 
~(~,n)=#{k:O<k~n,S~=x}, n = 1,2 ,..., x = 0, *1,. . . , 
p,(O) = 0, p,(x) = inf{n: n > 0, S, = x}, 
Pi+,(x)=inf{n:n>p,(x),S,=x}, i=l,2 ,..., 
F(a) = P{p,(O) < a}. 
Further, we define M(a, x, n) to be the number of excursions of duration greater 
than a of Sk, k = 0, 1,. . . , away from XEZ that are completed by time n. 
Our first theorem reads as follows. 
Theorem 1. Let {a,,} be a sequence of positive integers such that for n = 1,2,. . . we 
have n”~a,<nn”, O<cu<l and 13>2a--1. Then 
lii($“‘(lOg-$ xt+ supIM(a,,x,n)-(1-F(a,))e(x,n)l=O a.+ 
where Z is the set of integers. 
If we also have that a,n-‘j5 + ~0 as n + CO, then 
htl(~)‘;‘(log~)~‘su~ lM(a,,, x, n)-($)li2[(x, n)/ =0 a.s. 
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Remark 1. We note that Theorem 1 is likely true under the simpler condition that 
1 G a, s n”, 0 < cy < 1. However we cannot show this with our present method of 
proof. 
The question now arises whether the local time 5(x, n) could even be determined 
by excursions longer than the a, in Theorem 1. We do not have a solution to this 
problem when trying to recover 5(x, n) uniformly in x E Z. However, for each fixed 
XEZ we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let {a,} be a non-decreasing sequence of positive integers such that 
a, G n/(log n)@ for some p > 2. Then for each x E Z we have 
lim 5 0 
l/4 
(log log n)P’(M(a,, x, n) - (1 - F(a,))S(x, n)l = 0 a.s. n-a n 
On reformulating Theorem 2 (cf. also (2.3)) we can write 5 in terms of M as follows: 
[(x, n) = (f~a,,)“‘M(a,, x, n) + R,, 
where R, is such that IR,l/((n/a,)““(log log n)ai”) = o(1) a.s. Hence we can recover 
5 from M, provided we have R,, = o(E) a.s. Since for any F > 0 we have 
5(x, n) 3 n”2/(log n)‘+’ a.s. (1.1) 
for all but finitely many n (cf. Chung and Hunt [2], or Theorem 11.1 in Rev&z 
[ 1 l]), it follows that Theorem 2 can be used in the latter sense if we have ) R,I < 
n”‘/(log n)‘+’ a.s. for some e > 0, that is to say a, should be such that 
n”‘/(log n)‘+’ > (n/a,)““(log log n)ai’2. 
The latter will be true, i.e. 6 will be recoverable from M, if we have 
a, < n/(log n)@ with p > 4. 
Since M(a,, x, n)S (log n)” if a, = n/(log n)“, our claim with p > 4 amounts to 
saying that the statistic M(a,, x, n) consistently estimates 5(x, n) 2 n”‘/(log n)‘+‘. 
From this discussion we conclude also that, while Theorem 2 is formally valid 
for 2</3 ~4, it cannot be used for recovering .$ from M with a, = [n/(log n)P], 
2 < j3 s 4, though some other methods may of course work in this range as well. 
However, if a, = [n/(log n)“], O< p G 2, then 5 certainly cannot be recovered 
from M. This follows from the already mentioned Chung-Hunt [2] theorem as in 
(l.l), combined with: 
Theorem3. Zfan=[n/(logn)P],0<P<2, thenforanyxEZ wehave 
M(a,,, x, n) = 0 i.o. with probability one. 
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Theorems 1, 2, 3 are proved in Sections 2, 3, 4 respectively. 
Remark 2. In light of our Theorems 1-3, it is natural to ask whether the number 
of long excursions of a general random walk could also determine its local time 
process. Naturally, for the sake of posing, and possibly answering, this question, 
we first must define the notions of excursions and local time of a general random 
walk. For definitions of, and invariance principles for, various possible local times 
of partial sums we refer to Csiirgii and RCvCsz [5]. Considering then appropriately 
defined excursions corresponding to the there defined notions of partial sum local 
times, we believe that our present results for a simple symmetric random walk can 
be generalized accordingly. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
First we prove: 
Lemma 2.1. Let n and a be positive integers and C > 0. Then 
’ {I M(a, x, p,(x)) - 41 - F(a)) (nF(a)(l- F(a)) log(n(1 -F(a))))“’ z ’ l/2 I I 
S2((1-F(a))n)m2c“y, 
provided that 
Clog(n(l-F(a)))<nF(a)(l--F(a)). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Proof. (cf., e.g., Renyi [lo, 
Lemma 2.2. For any K>O and OCcy<l there exist C=C(K,a)>O and D= 
D(a, K) > 0 such that with {a,,} as in Theorem 1 we have 
supIM(a,,x, n)-5(x,n)(l_F(a,))l>C 
Proof. Using (4.8.29) in RCnyi [lo] and Stirling’s formula, we obtain 
1 - F(a) = (2/na)“2( 1 + 0( a-‘)). (2.3) 
Now Lemma 2.1 implies that for any K > 0 and 0 < p < 2 there exist C = C(p, K) > 0 
and D = D(p, K) > 0 such that 
,, M(a, x, p,(x)) -5(x, p,(x))(l -F(a)) 
n”‘(2/(na))““(log n/a”2)“2 
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where a runs over the integers. Consequently for any K > 0,O < p < 2 and 0 < y < 6 < 
oothereexistaC=C(y,S,p,K)andaD=D(y,S,p,K)suchthat 
P 
MC% 4 P,(X)) - 5(x, Pn(X))(l - F(a)) 
sup SUP 
NY<,,<N” ,s;,r-,,” n”‘(2/(na))““(log n/a”2)“2 
s DCK, (2.4) 
where a runs over the integers. By Theorem 4.8.5 in RCnyi [lo], for any K > 0 there 
exist C = C(K) > 0 and D = D(K) > 0 such that for any x E Z we have 
P{[(x, n)> C(n log n)“‘}c DnmK. (2.5) 
Let m be a fixed positive integer and assume that the event 
A,={m”s 5(x, m)c C(m log m)“‘}, o<p <$, 
holds true. Then, replacing m by p,(x) (more exactly, assuming that 5(x, m) = n, 
i.e. p,(x) s m <p,+,(x)), we obtain 
J := J( m, x) := 
M(a,,x,m)-t(x,m)(l-F(G)) 
m l/4 a ,,, ~“4(log(m/a,))3’4 
M(%, x, p,(x))- n(l - F(U”,)) = 
m l/4 a~“4(log(m/a,))“d ’ 
where, by the assumption that A, holds true, we have 
mp S 5(x, m) = n 4 C(m log m)“‘. (2.6) 
Now if n S C(m log m)“2, then for any E > 0 there exists an integer n, = n,(e) such 
that (1 - s)n2/(2C2 log n) s m for any n 3 n,. Hence, by (2.6), we obtain 
(l-e)n’/(2C’logn)Gm~n”“. 
Hence, given A,, we obtain 
zg 2c’J” M(a, x, P,(X))- n(l- F(a)) sup sup . (2’7) mfiSn-_C.(m logm)“* IzSacn”‘~ I/Z n a -‘/“(log(n/a))‘/’ 
We have also 
P{(a,,lm)“4M(a,, x, m) 1 C, 5(x, m) c mPl 
s P{(a,,/m)“4M(a,, x, p,@(x))2 C, 5(x, m) s m”> 
c P{(a,/m)““M(a,, x, P,P(x)) 2 Cl. (2.8) 
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On choosing /3 so that $(Y <p, by Lemma 2.1 we have 
IM(a,, x7 P[m~,(x)) -[molt1 -F(%))l 
(mPF(a,)(l-F(a,))log(m”(l-F(a,))))”2 
2 C’l2 
The latter, combined with the conditions mH s a, and 0 > 2a - 1, results in 
P{(a,lm)““M(a,, x, p,@(x))> C}S DmmK. 
This inequality and (2.8) yield 
P{(a,lm)““M(a,, x, m) 2 C, 5(x, m) s mP}s DmmK. (2.9) 
If 5(x, m)s m’, we have also 
a, (-> “4 [(x m) mB rn’ m --L_s ml/4(am)1!4~ m1,4mH/4 (a,,)“- (2.10) 
by m”sa,. Since 8>2 cu-l,wecanchoose/3suchthat/3<~(l+@),aswellasso 
that our earlier condition of /3 > $a holds true. 
We have 
P{J> C}= P{J> C, A,}+ P{J> C, 5(x, m)< m”} 
+ P{J> C, 5(x, m) > C( m log m)“‘} 
s P{J > C, A,,) 
-tP 
M(a,, x, m) 
l/4 m a;““(log(m/a,))“” 
> C, 5(x, m)Smp 
i-P 
5(x, m)(l -F(G)) 
l/4 m a~““(log(m/a,))“” 
> C, 5(x, m) S mB 
+ P{.$(x, m) > C(m log m)“‘} 
=z,+z2+zs+z4. 
Now if m is large enough then I, =0 by (2.3), (2.9) and the assumption that 
P<i(1+0), while Z,<DmeK (i = 1,2,4) by (2.4), (2.5), (2.7) and (2.9). Hence the 
lemma is proved. 0 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now immediate by Lemma 2.2. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
In the proof of this theorem the following two known lemmas will be used. 
Lemma 3.1 (Chung and Hunt [2]). For any F > 0 and x E Z we have 
(1 - &)Pr2/(2 log log n) G p,(x) c n2(log ?l)2+p U.S. 
for all but jinitely many n. q 
(3.1) 
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Lemma 3.2 (Csaki [3]). Let X,, X,, . . . be independent identically distributed random 
variables with a continuous distribution function G, and let G,, be the empirical 
distribution function of the first n 2 1 of these random variables. Then, with E, = 
dn-’ log log n and d > 0, we have 
lim sup sup 
n”21G,(x)- G(x)1 
n-cc F,lSG(XjSI-Ft, (2G(x)(l -G(x)) log log n)“2 
= max{21’2, ($d)“2(b, - l)} a.s., 
where bd > 1 is the solution of the equation bd(log bd - 1) = (1 - d)/d. q 
The next lemma is a simple consequence of Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Y, , Y2, . . be independent identically distributed, positive integer 
valued random variables with distribution function H, where H( i) = Cj=, pj, C,z, p, = 1, 
and let H,, be the empirical distribution function of the first n 2 1 of these random 
variables. Then, with F, = dn-’ log log n, we have 
lim sup sup 
n”21H,,(x)- H(x)1 
“-CC _,,~t,(x)i,--F,, (2H(x)(l -H(x)) log log n)“’ 
S max{2”2, ($d)“‘(b, - 1)) a.s., 
where d and bd are as in Lemma 3.2. 
Proof. We define 
I 
(x-(j-l))pj ifj-lcxsj, 
H;(x)= 0 if x<j-1, 
Pl if x>j, 
and put H*(x) =C,?=, sj. Then H* is a continuous distribution function and 
H*(i) = H(i), i = 1,2, _ . . . Let U, , U,, . . . be independent random variables, uni- 
formly distributed on (0, l), and assume that these Uniform(0, 1) random variables 
are independent of Y, , Y2,. . . We define Y,: := k; + U, - 1, j = 1,2, . . . , and con- 
clude that these random variables are independent identically distributed with 
distribution function H*. Let Hz be the empirical distribution function of the first 
n > 1 of these just defined random variables Y,*, j = 1,2, . . . _ Then we have Hz(i) = 
H,,(i). Consequently we have for each elementary outcome 
SUP If&(x) - H(x)Il(H(x)(l- H(x)))“’ 
O<H(x)<l 
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Lemma 3.4. For each x E Z and a,, as in Theorem 2 we have as n + co, 
1 
> 
l/4 
(log log n))’ sup 
1=a=a,,,,+,<,, p, (x)(l -F(a))* 
Proof. Let 
F,(a) = L- M(a, x, ~~(x))ln, 
the empirical distribution function of the length of the first n excursions away from 
x. Then we have 
IM(a, x, P,(X)) - ~3s LS(X))(~ - F(a))1 
= In(l -F_,(a))- n(l -F(a))/ = n/F,,(a) - F(a)(. 
Also, by (3.1), for large n we obtain a,,+lCxjs (n + l)*(log n)*“/(log n)a, and hence 
for any B c p - 2, we have 
1 l/4 
sup 
~,(x)(l -F(a))’ 
IM(a,x,p,(x))-5(x,p,(x))(l-F(a))l 
l=o=a,,,8+,l,, 
< 
I-;aG(n+,S~;Ogni”~‘-’ 
IF,(a) - F(a)1 
(p,(_r))14 (1 -F(a))“” 
x IF,(a) - F(a)ll(l -F(a))“” 
s (( 1-t a)2 log log n)“4 
X 
o~~(“),,-(2,n)‘~~~~n)(~~.“‘~‘/(n+l) 
n”*jF,(a)- F(a)1 
(1 -F(a))“’ ’ 
where in the last inequality we used (2.3), while in the one before, (3.1) was utilized 
again. Since p > 2 is assumed, Lemma 3.4 is now implied by Lemma 3.3. q 
Now we can give the proof of Theorem 2 as follows. Let pN(x) < n <p,,,+,(x). 
Then we have 
(aJn)““lM(a,, x, n) -(I -F(a,))S(x, n)l 
s sup IM(a, x7 PN(x)) - (I- F(a))T(x, PN(x))I 
O<Cl I’,\,+,(i) 
2 ( > 
l/4 1 
X- 
TTTpN(X) (1 - F(a))“” 
Hence we have Theorem 2 by Lemma 3.4. 0 
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4. Proof of Theorem 3 
Let 9, be the last zero of the random walk {S,} before n, i.e. 
$~,=max{k:O<k~n, &=O}. 
Then we have, by Theorem 3 of Chug and ErdSs [l], 
$,, =5 n/(log n)’ i.0. 
with probability one, and hence also Theorem 3. 0 
(4.1) 
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